There is a great deal of theology in Orhan Pamuk's novel Snow.
1 Basic theological questions, such as the existence of God, heaven and hell, and the consequences of atheism are addressed with stunning directness, both through the interlocutions of the characters and the musings of the narrator. Yet, the author undermines the serious and sincere articulation of religious issues by employing diverse narrative modes and strategies, such as psychological realism, intertextuality, irony, and the alternation of first-person and figural narration, that relativize but never fully cancel the signification of faith in the novel. Among the cultural symbols defining Islamist identity politics, the headscarf undoubtedly has surfaced as the most controversial one in Turkish public discourse and has been scrutinized by the above-mentioned critics as a polyvalent cultural marker. At the present, Turkey's democratic future seems to be depending on the question of the legitimization of the headscarf. 5 Pamuk's Snow, published in 2002, foreshadows the current political crisis by presenting a story in which the conflicting significations of the headscarf propel the action. While Germany offers no redemption to Ka, his native city where he briefly returns clearly does not still his nostalgia for childhood and innocence either. Thus, "our traveler," as the narrator calls him, embarks on his cathartic journey to Kars (a passage in space and time) in search of happiness, poetic inspiration, and perhaps, God. The journey is cathartic, for as the traveler watches the snowy landscape from his seat in the bus, he felt "cleansed by memories of innocence and childhood" (4).
Critics have pointed to the play between the name Ka, Kars, and the Turkish title of the novel, Kar. The remoteness of the setting from Turkey's cultural and political centers, Istanbul and Ankara, respectively, has also drawn critical attention.
Furthermore, the city's historical identity negotiated between the Ottoman and Russian
Empires, Armenia, and modern Turkey, is frequently invoked in Snow, enriching the city's symbolic function. 25 It stands for the inner space of Ka's quest, entailing many things, sexual desire, happiness, poetic inspiration, spiritual meaning, and most The domination of the Turkish secular public sphere which persisted till the 1980s encountered major challenges after 1983, thus becoming an arena of competing social movements, such as the Islamist, Kurdish, Alevite, and liberal movements. 36 The
Islamist current emerging as a counter public and requesting recognition and legitimization of Muslim identity constituted the foremost challenge to the secular public sphere. Secular elites viewed this transformation as an invasion of their public sphere.
This request, along with the Islamist critique of Westernized lifestyles and the claim to moral control of the public sphere, became most visible through the Muslim female students' insistence to be allowed to attend university classes in Islamic dress. In Göle's and Suman's analyses, Islamism parallels feminism, in that it introduces the private realm into the public sphere, making religion (instead of sexuality), a publicly discussed issue.
The Islamist public manifests a "declaration of difference," fighting for becoming active actors in society. 37 The novelistic discourse of Snow contributes to this line of socio-cultural analysis.
Pamuk reflects on the potential of true democracy in his society by turning his attention to members of an officially excluded group, the Islamists, and rendering them unforgettable fictional characters, such as Kadife, the head-scarved sister of Ka's lover, Zaim's long-time partner and also a belly dancer:
As to the Republicans in the front rows, they weren't very happy with the situation either. Having expected a bespectacled village girl, purehearted, bright-faced, and studious, to emerge from beneath the scarf, they were utterly discomfited to see it was the lewd belly dancer Funda Turkey, it also points in a self-reflective gesture to its own nature, a mere play. The nightmarish atmosphere in the city streets in the wake of the coup signals to the reader that the events follow their dream-like logic and belong in multiple ways into the world of fiction: First, everyone, including the reader, knows that the coup is temporary and illegal, its survival depending on the weather conditions. When roads reopen, the real state power will reestablish the status quo in Kars; secondly, because the coup was enacted as a play, and thirdly, because the novel's fictional universe unfolds at the intersecting strategies of mimesis and fantasy.
There is a second play within the play in Snow dealing with the headscarf issue.
Merging art and life, this second play moves the novel towards its denouement. In this second instance, Kadife, the head-scarved sister of Ka's lover Ipek, agrees to Sunay's pressure to remove her headscarf while acting in a play written by the actor in return by the parliament of Abdullah Gül as President who had been a member of the same party, became the most divisive issue of the summer months, for Gül not only represents Islamic views, but has also a covered wife. On February 22, 2008, Gül approved, as the first step of a larger package of constitutional changes, the constitutional amendment to lift the headscarf ban at public universities. In a few days, secularists counteracted by applying to the Turkey's Supreme Court to press charges against the ruling party claiming that its actions transgressed the Turkish constitution. The outcome of the court's ruling may take several months. In view of hard-core secularists, behind its moderate identity, Turkey's leading party has a hidden agenda, namely transforming the country into an Islamic state. Other factions of the secular intelligentsia argue that democracy can only flourish by promoting liberal values, including more religious freedom. 6 The crisis has its roots in part in the huge migration movement from rural Turkey to metropolitan centers in the late decades of the twentieth century. While the first generation of migrants were uneducated peasants, their children entered secondary and higher education, aspiring to become professionals and middle-class citizens. It is these younger generations that have claimed a place in the public sphere while asserting their identities as Islamic. Today, more than 70 percent of Turkey's population lives in big cities. Sabrina Tavernise describes the result of this influx as follows: "Millions of rural, observant Turks migrated to the cities in the 1980s, became middle class in an economic boom, and began to mix with their secular, urban counterparts in malls, parks and, by the late 1990s, in universities," "In Turkey, a
Step to Allow Head Scarves," Yael Navaro-Yashin argues that by conflating class with identity politics, the Islamist discourse itself creates a set of binary oppositions: "Islamist social critique too easily maps the lifestyle of Islamists onto that of Turkey's poor or Turkey's economically under-privileged. The associations of wearing 'Western clothes' and leading 'westernized lifestyles' are too easily conflated with 'Turkey's wealthy' in this political discourse. Accordingly, westernization was imposed on 'Turkish society' by 'elites'. And, even though 'the elites' developed a lifestyle 'foreign to Turkey,' 'the rest of Turkey' (also referred to by Islamists as 'the other Turkey') kept 'its values,' or has attuned itself to its true conscience since. Islamists have projected all sorts of lifestyles that they defined as 'improper' onto 'Turkey's rich'. 'The real Turkey' or 'the culture of the people,' as Islamist intellectuals have often said, is not about using 'Western things'. A binarist discourse on class went hand-in-hand with Islamists' politics of identity." Navaro-Yashin points out that the self-fashioning of 'Islamic authenticity' was in fact a product of the consumer market. "The Market for Identities: Secularism, Islamism, Commodities," Fragments, 221-53, here 248. See also Ayse Saktanber on class and Islamic subcultures, "'We Pray Like You Have Fun': New Islamic Youth in Turkey between Intellectualism and Popular Culture," Fragments, 254-76. 12 The White Castle and The Black Book offer outstanding examples of such confusion and blurring of identities. In Snow, Pamuk uses a similar strategy by having the narrator Orhan reenact the protagonist Ka's experiences in Kars. 13 Pamuk, "In Kars and Frankfurt" 228. 14 Said writes: "Exile is strangely compelling to think about but terrible to experience. It is the unhealable rift forced between a human being and a native place, between the self and its true home: its essential
